Debates, Audience Forums, and Panel Discussions: Title Ideas
Steve Wagner, Stand to Reason

Debates, Audience Forums, or Panel Discussions

1. Is Elective Abortion Wrong?
2. Is Elective Abortion Immoral?
3. Should Elective Abortion Be Legal?
4. Is Elective Abortion One of Women’s Rights?
5. Is Legal Abortion a Governmental Act of Genocide?
6. Is Embryo Research a Form of Genocide?

Note: The title should include the type of event. For example, “Is Elective Abortion Wrong? – A Panel Discussion” or “Should Elective Abortion Be Legal – A Debate”

Audience Forums and Panel Discussions Only

1. Why Liberals Should Be Pro-Life
2. Does Abortion Still Matter?
3. The Case for the Pro-Life Position
4. Anti-Abortion Rhetoric – Exposed!
5. Subversive Anti-Abortion Activism – Exposed!
6. An Open-Forum Discussion on Abortion
7. A Dialogue on Abortion
8. A Dialogue on Embryonic Stem Cell Research

Focus on Abortion as One of Many Issues (or One Facet of an Issue)

1. Is Recreational Sex Truly Fun?
2. Human Rights in [year] - The Top Three Abuses and What Students Can Do (3-5 panelists weigh in on their top 3)
4. Are You Pro-Life Only Before Birth? (poverty, war, capital punishment, abortion, etc)

Focus on Pro-Life Strategy

1. Graphic Photos on Campus: Are the Benefits Worth the Cost?
2. What's the Best Way to Oppose Abortion?

A Note from Steve
See my press kit at www.STR.org for complete details on these presentation types. I highly recommend the following speakers for pro-life debates (*) and audience forums (+). All of these are highly skilled in pro-life apologetics and will help your audience see the abortion issue with crystal clarity. -SW

1. Steve Wagner (www.str.org) +*
2. Scott Klusendorf (www.prolifetraining.com) *+
3. Stephanie Gray (www.unmaskingchoice.ca) *+
4. David Lee (www.JFAweb.org) **
5. Rebecca Pedrick (www.JFAweb.org) *
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